Importance of oxygen signal shape matching for robust parameter estimation in
bioprocess development
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Motivation
The characterization of macro kinetic growth models is one of the main tasks in high throughput bioprocess development, where accurate parameter
estimations can enable a better understanding of the system and improve the performance of model predictive control actions, among others [1]. The
experiments performed for this characterization typically gather different measurements at varying sampling rate, e.g. at-line measurements for biomass
and metabolites, versus online monitoring for gases and pH. The usual procedure to fit these data to the systems model, is to minimize the sum of the
squared residuals known as Least Square Estimation (LSE), where the measurement errors are assumed to be normally distributed [2]. However, oxygen
signals manifest very rapid dynamics, and the optical sensors typically used for its measurement have shown a delayed response. Even if this latter
drawback can be solved by calibrating the sensor with a first order step response [3], the variance of the response time remains still high in a system of
parallel bioreactors, leading to a poor measurement accuracy and therefore a wrong estimation of the model parameters using LSE. The hypothesis of
this work is that using a different estimator which considers the signals shape and not just amplitude, as some estimator derived from Dynamic Time
Warping, the overall quality of the fitting problem improves. The comparison study and validation are made via an in-silico data generator with assumed
error models and known parameter values.

Concept
Online oxygen measurements show very fast dynamics during bacterial
cultivations where bolus feeding is applied [4]. These steep changes
combined with the high sampling frequency of the data, are beneficial
for model identification.

Parameter sensitivities are very useful for analysing the relationship
between model outputs and its parameters. Sensitivities can be
efficiently computed together with the solution of the original
mathematical model. This information can be used for feature selection
in an underdetermined problem [2] or for improving the model
characterization via optimal experimental design [5].

Figure 1: Simulated Dissolved Oxygen Tension (DOT) and experimental data taken from
literature [4].

Figure 2: Sensitivity of DOT with respect to the Monod parameter for the maximum substrate
uptake rate, qsmax.

Optical sensors for online monitoring of dissolved oxygen (Fig. 3)
typically show a first order step response behaviour [6]; moreover, the
variability in the mixing and aeration in parallel operated minibioreactors, and the dissimilarities between their sensor spots, can lead
to significant differences in the measured oxygen values and curve
shapes even for replicates (Fig. 4).

Fitting errors, also called residual values, are used to measure the
accuracy of the model predictions. Standard least squares algorithms
minimize a point-wise squared difference between the measured and
predicted values. While these algorithms consider measurement errors
in the signal’s amplitude, they ignore errors in the time domain. This can
lead to a bad fitting and corresponding poor parameter estimates.
Figure 5 illustrates the difficulties in aligning steep signals using standard
LSE where the data is most informative for determining certain
parameters.

Figure 3: Integrated optical sensor spots
manufactured by PreSens (Regensburg,
Germany) for online oxygen and pH
measurements

Figure 4: Experimental data provided by
Annina Kemmer showing the delayed
response of the optical sensor in parallel
replicate reactor experiments

Figure 5: Zoomed portion of figure 1 to highlight the large residuals computed as difference
between the measured and predicted DOT for fast changes in oxygen concentration

Conclusions
The fast dynamics that bolus feeding provoke in oxygen signals are highly informative for monitoring of cultivations and calibration of mechanistic growth
models. However, if the collected data is not used in an appropriate way, it can hurt more than help the parameter estimation process. Using an
optimization criterion which is independent of the delay time of the sensor, as some goodness score that considers shape match between simulated and
experimental data, can significantly improve the parameter estimation. The selection and validation of appropriate measurement error models, and
corresponding best fitting criteria, are addressed in the research project.
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